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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

An increasing number of investors are predicting an end to what has been an impressive three-decadelong bull run for debt markets. Investors have benefited from a persistent decline in yields, making fixed
income a top-performing asset class over this timeframe. However, the fact that current yields are low by
historical standards should not necessarily worry investors. In particular, investors should consider the
following:


Rising yields are not synonymous with negative returns. Rather than forecasting the absolute level of
yield increases, investors should assess yield increases relative to the yield changes already factored
into current bond prices.1



Active bond managers have several tools at their disposal to mitigate some of the negative
implications of rising yields. For instance, if rates were to rise as a result of improving economic
fundamentals, corporate bond spreads would most likely narrow and would help to dampen the effect
of unexpected rising interest rates. There are numerous other strategies managers can use to
enhance returns and reduce risk, independent of the yield curve environment, including credit as well
as sovereign strategies.



A market consistent asset-liability management approach highlights how future funding requirements
actually decrease as yields rise, a positive for many institutional investors, as well as individuals at or
approaching retirement. In the case that investors are fully matched, an increase in rates should have
no impact on the overall asset-liability position.

In this paper we shall broaden our view and discuss key themes that should frame how investors think of
the asset class in the future:


The crucial role of fixed income as a diversification tool: Fixed income continues to be an
important diversifier. It functions as an important offset to some of the risks that drive equities and
other growth assets. In addition, despite the current low yields, it will most likely continue to be a good
source of steady income.



Historical perspective on returns and thoughts on the future: Fixed income has shown
impressive returns over the last 20 years as shown in Figure 1. It should be noted, however, that this
was also a capital appreciation story. In the present low yield environment, the potential for capital
appreciation is likely to be limited.



The role of active management in fixed income portfolios: With government bond yields in major
markets at historical lows, it will become vital to take advantage of a broader investment opportunity
set. Exposure to off-benchmark assets can play a crucial role in enhancing income. However, this
needs to be balanced with risk-tolerance objectives.

1

A more detailed technical discussion of this can be found in Collie, B. (2012), The implications for bond prices of changes in
interest rates, Practice Note, Russell Research, January 2012. The paper is available for download on our website:
http://www.russell.com/nz/research/RussellResearch/default.asp
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Figure 1: Annualised Pre-Tax Asset Class Returns June 1992 – March 20122
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FIXED INTEREST AS A DIVERSIFIER

Using the same indices as in Figure 1, we can demonstrate that in recent times, fixed interest has helped
to stabilise and improve returns in portfolios with allocations to both growth and income assets. To
illustrate the point we compare three typical splits of bonds and equities with a pure bond and pure equity
portfolio. In this analysis we ignore domestic asset classes3 and assume returns are hedged to the New
Zealand Dollar.4
Table 1: Diversification effect of Global Fixed Interest vs. Global Equities in the last 20 years5
100% Fixed Int

Annualised
return
Frequency of
negative returns
Largest negative
annual return

75% Fixed Int,

50% Fixed Int,

25% Fixed Int,

25% Equities

50% Equities

75% Equities

100% Equities

9.3%

9.5%

9.6%

9.6%

9.3%

2.7%

4.9%

17.7%

22.1%

26.1%

-1.8%

-4.8%

-18.6%

-30.8%

-41.5%

While the figures in Table 1 are historical, and therefore cannot be relied upon as an accurate projection
of the future, the numbers nevertheless illustrate that the diversification effect of global fixed interest has
been strong. In this time period, a portfolio comprising 50% bonds and 50% equities would have resulted
in the highest annualised return among these options, with a much lower drawdown (largest negative
annualised return) and less frequent negative returns than a pure equity portfolio.
MOVING FORWARD WITH FIXED INTEREST INVESTMENTS

Simplified analysis might lead one to believe that rising yields equate to negative returns for bonds.
However, this is not always the case. The total return for a bond portfolio is comprised of two key
components:
1) Capital return, which is generally challenged in a rising yield environment, and
2) Income return, which usually benefits from a rising interest rate environment over time.

2

Global Equities: MSCI World NZD hedged (gross), NZ Equities: Russell/JB Were Tradeable Gross Index, Global Bonds: Citigroup
World Government Bond Index NZD hedged, NZ Bonds: NZX Government Stock Index, NZ Cash: ANZ 90-day Bank Bill Index.
3

The question of how much of a fixed income portfolio should be allocated to the domestic market is beyond the scope of this paper.
This will be covered, however, in an upcoming New Zealand research paper.

4

It should be noted that most global bond portfolios today invest in and are benchmarked against a mixture of sovereign and
corporate / credit exposure. However, we do not consider that this would change the conclusion materially for this time period.
5

Same time frame as in Figure 1, assuming monthly rebalancing without any transaction costs.
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While risin
ng yields are therefore oftten a headw
wind for fixed interest inve
estments, invvestors shoulld not
ignore the returns accrruing from th
he cumulative
e impact of coupon
c
and maturity
m
paym
ments being reinvested
at the high
her rates.
For a simp
ple explanation of this, we
e can start with
w a basic representatio
on of how risiing yields afffect a bond
portfolio over time as illustrated in Figure 2. Disssecting this reveals how
w rising yieldss inversely im
mpact the
capital retu
urn, shown as
a Part A and
d how, in con
ntrast, it enha
ances the inccome return over time, shown as
Part B.
6
Figure 2: Effect of riising yields on a bond portfolio
p

agnitude and
d the time fra
ame of the risse in yields that will ultimately determ
mine what the
e overall
It is the ma
return for the
t portfolio would be.
Current prricing in majo
or markets su
uggests that there will be
e a modest in
ncrease in yie
elds, which in turn
suggests that
t
investorss expect a ra
ather slow ecconomic reco
overy over th
he next few yyears.
But the reccovery mightt not be unifo
orm across all
a economies
s. Therefore,, a global allo
ocation could
d be a
further sou
urce of diverssification and
d protection against yield
d increases fo
or investors, notwithstand
ding the
fact that ra
ates have ten
nded to move
e in harmonyy over the pa
ast 20 years in major marrkets.
THE ROLE
E OF ACTIVE MANAGEMENT

In today’s market there
e are, unfortu
unately, addiitional conce
erns for invesstors beyond low yields. Distress
D
in
asset-backked securitie
es, turbulence
e in Europea
an sovereigns, and geopo
olitical instab
bilities affecting
emerging market debt, create a ch
hallenging en
nvironment. But
B it is exacttly during such periods th
hat active
fixed intere
est managem
ment, underttaken by man
nagers with superior
s
rese
earch capabiilities, can flo
ourish. The
challenge is to implem
ment strategie
es like emerg
ging market or
o high yield debt into a g
global portfolio without
taking too much risk. Furthermore,
F
managers need
n
to have
e the infrastru
ucture in placce to execute
e the
desired tra
ades in these
e markets efffectively.
The new world
w
of fixed
d income dem
mands that in
nvestors thin
nk more activvely in terms of bond inve
esting. The
twin tailwin
nds of high absolute
a
leve
els in yields, coupled with
h a declining yield environ
nment, no lon
nger
apply. Thiss structural shift
s
might be
e the greatesst barrier faciing passive strategies,
s
ass they do nott have the
dynamism
m required in this new, low
w yield enviro
onment.
CLOSING THOUGHTS
T

The relatio
onship betwe
een bond pricces and interrest rates is more comple
ex than a firsst glance wou
uld
suggest. When
W
bond yields
y
rise, fixxed interest returns
r
are challenged
c
bu
ut coupon income will increasingly
contribute to total returrn over time, providing so
ome offset.
Investors will
w need to consider
c
a more
m
active approach to fiixed interest investing to address the threat of
rising yield
ds, but should also neverr forget the overarching
o
principle
p
of managing
m
asssets and liabilities in
tandem. Some
S
investo
ors may find that rising yields do not necessarily worsen
w
their overall econ
nomic
position.
It would be
e a mistake to
t overlook the long-term
m diversification benefits of
o the asset cclass, and th
he
possibility of rising yiellds should no
ot push invesstors out of global
g
fixed in
nterest invesstments. It sh
hould,
however, remind
r
us off the importance of selectting a skilled manager. This
T
is particu
ularly relevan
nt in
today’s ch
hallenging en
nvironment.

6

Pricing is simplified by disrregarding conve
exity, the non-lin
near effect of ris
sing yields: convvexity means tha
at duration (the first order
n yield) changess when interest rates are chang
ging.
change in prrice from rises in
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ABOUT RUSSELL INVESTMENTS
Russell is a global asset manager with core capabilities that extend
across capital markets research, manager research, portfolio
construction, portfolio implementation and indexes. Clients get the best
from Russell when these capabilities come together. Russell combines
this expertise to deliver multi asset solutions that are outcome-oriented
to meet the unique needs of institutional investors, financial advisers
and individuals.
At the heart of Russell lies a vision – a world where everybody is
intelligently invested. Russell works toward improving financial security
for people every day, by helping investors of all sizes make better
decisions using the best thinking from around the world.
Russell advises clients on more than NZ$3 trillion in assets and works
with 2,300 institutional clients, over 580 independent distribution
partners and millions of individual investors globally.
Founded in 1936, Russell is headquartered in Seattle, Washington,
USA and has offices in Amsterdam, Auckland, Chicago, London,
Melbourne, Milan, New York, Paris, San Francisco, Beijing, Seoul,
Singapore, Sydney, Tokyo and Toronto.
For more information about Russell visit www.russell.co.nz.

